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The Environment TG and the Urban SG is running a four-part
sprint series called: Closing the Circle: Reducing Plastic
Pollution and Promoting Green Businesses, with a special
session tailored for PSOD. 

The training aims to introduce circular plastics economy
(CPE) and upskill ADB personnel in identifying opportunities
to mainstream CPE in project preparation and operations.
Participants are encouraged to attend all sessions, but each
one is designed to be stand-alone. 
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Diagram: Wautelet, Thibaut. (2018). Exploring the role of independent retailers in the circular economy: a case study approach.
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Source: Circular Economy From wish to Practice (2015) - RLI Netherlands  

https://www.rli.nl/sites/default/files/advice_rli_circular_economy_interactive_def.pdf
https://www.rli.nl/sites/default/files/advice_rli_circular_economy_interactive_def.pdf


Keeps pests, microbes,
and humidity away

from food

Durable and reusableMakes it easy to transport
goods, especially to

isolated islands



About 8 million tonnes of
plastic (especially those with

little or no value) end up in our
oceans annually, threatening

habitats and species

Infrastructure and logistics for
solid waste management are

either not in place or not
efficient for it to be recycled

Causes decline in oceans'
economic benefits of up to $2.5
trillion per year*—particularly in
fisheries, aquaculture, tourism

*Source: Global ecological, social and economic impacts of marine plastic (2019)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X19302061#f0015


Necessary use of disposable medical equipment
and lack of facilities to process medical waste

Loss of funding for environmental organizations

Loss of mobility for fieldwork and research

Increase in e-commerce activity and food
deliveries









Source: Ellen MacArthur Foundation

https://plastics.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/upstream


Economic viability 
of recycling

Upfront 
investment

High transition 
costs

Lack of
political will

The linear
mindset has
deep roots

Complicated 
or inflexible
regulatory
structures



Lack of
awareness and

sense of urgency
Resistance
to change

Lack of
information
exchange

Logistics
and reverse

logistics

Designed to
dispose or to be

phased out



Strengthened local 
communities

Lower 
pollution

Employment
opportunities

Increase in
productivity

Increase in
savings





https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aecPPJcOdec


https://www.barepack.co/


https://www.nudiejeans.com/




Sources: 1. Circular economy. Dallo spreco al valore (2015); 2. Growth Within - Ellen MacArthur Foundation; 3 & 5. The opportunities to business of improving resource efficiency ,
EU (2013); 4.Macroeconomic modelling of sustainable development and the links between the economy and the environment (2011); 6. The Circularity Gap (2021)
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https://plastics.ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/upstream
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/growth-within-a-circular-economy-vision-for-a-competitive-europe
https://ec.europa.eu/environment/enveco/resource_efficiency/pdf/studies/report_opportunities.pdf
http://www.gws-os.com/discussionpapers/gws-researchreport12-1.pdf
https://www.circularity-gap.world/2021


Source: Mapping the benefits of a circular economy, McKinsey&Company
(2017)

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/sustainability/our-insights/mapping-the-benefits-of-a-circular-economy






Almost infinitely recyclable when 
in a closed bottle-to-bottle loop



PET bottles are highly recyclable
Returned via a recycling program to a facility
that sorts, cleans, and transforms the plastic into
rPET flakes or pellets
PET flakes/pellets can then be reused to make
new bottles
rPET has a lower carbon footprint than virgin PET.



The standards for biodegradability says that it will require 58
degree celsius, for 3 months and with oxygen present to
degrade, conditions not found in the marine environment or
nature. 
The biodegradation of these will only take place in specialized
industrial facilities. People will still have to sort their waste and
that there will still need to be invested in efficient waste
collection systems.



Rethinks by reducing and
conserving materials by
eliminating single-use bags
Retains value and function



Reusable bottles
Eliminates single-use packaging


